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Food from the SeaFood from the Sea

 ““FisheriesFisheries”” definition -- includes all  definition -- includes all ““fishedfished””
speciesspecies
 Seaweed, including kelpSeaweed, including kelp

 Invertebrates (lobster, crab, krill, oysters,Invertebrates (lobster, crab, krill, oysters,
shrimp, etc.)shrimp, etc.)

 Fish: bottom dwellers, e.g., hake, haddock,Fish: bottom dwellers, e.g., hake, haddock,
cod, and pelagic fish, e.g., sardine, anchovy,cod, and pelagic fish, e.g., sardine, anchovy,
herring (small) and mackerel, tuna, etc.herring (small) and mackerel, tuna, etc.
(large)(large)

 WhalesWhales
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Why are we talking aboutWhy are we talking about
fisheries?fisheries?

 Important as food for us!Important as food for us!
 ~18% of world~18% of world’’s total protein intake, ~$70 billions total protein intake, ~$70 billion

industry, ~15 million people employedindustry, ~15 million people employed

 Important Important ““toptop”” predators in marine food webs predators in marine food webs
 Keystone Species Concept: Keystone Species Concept:   Paine (1969):  A species

whose impacts on its community or ecosystem is
disproportionately large relative to its abundance or
total biomass (e.g., kelp forest otters)

 Some fish may be keystone species, others just the
“top” predator in an ecosystem

 “Ecosystem engineers”: create, modify & maintain
habitats
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Over-fishing removes the top predators,Over-fishing removes the top predators,
which affects the entire food webwhich affects the entire food web

“Fishing down the marine food web” (Pauly et al. 1998)

Pauly & Maclean 2003
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Antarctic EcosystemsAntarctic Ecosystems
 Whales in Antarctica:Whales in Antarctica:

Kill most of the them and change theKill most of the them and change the
population balances of the rest of thepopulation balances of the rest of the
ecosystem (krill, squids, seals,ecosystem (krill, squids, seals,
penguins & birds)penguins & birds)

Krill

Squid

Sperm Whales

Seals,
Penguins

Baleen
Whales

keystone species
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More More ““whywhy’’ss”” directly relevant to  directly relevant to planktonicplanktonic
ecosystemsecosystems

 Role of fish eggs, larvae and juveniles inRole of fish eggs, larvae and juveniles in
open ocean food webs: prey and predator,open ocean food webs: prey and predator,
depending upon life cycle stagedepending upon life cycle stage
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Developmental StagesDevelopmental Stages

Fuiman & Werner 2002
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Fish LarvaeFish Larvae
Fresh vs. Marine Larvae
•  Fresh water eggs tend to be
bigger, as do their larvae (more
advanced)

•  Marine larvae take longer to
develop: avg. time 36 days, relative
to freshwater larvae developing in
21 days.

•  More likely to broadcast eggs in
marine environment, with more
eggs per spawning event

Why?  Patchy food supply vs.
           Competition for food

Fuiman & Werner 2002
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Larvae Larvae vsvs. Juveniles:. Juveniles:
MetamorphosisMetamorphosis

 Definition: A complete alteration of form andDefinition: A complete alteration of form and
habithabit

 In fish not as extreme as in insects and in someIn fish not as extreme as in insects and in some
forms (direct development) the larval stage isforms (direct development) the larval stage is
absentabsent

 Change in habit: Change in habit: planktonic planktonic to benthic/substrateto benthic/substrate
 Change in form: eye migration (flat fishes), filterChange in form: eye migration (flat fishes), filter

feeders to parasites (lampreys), reduction in sizefeeders to parasites (lampreys), reduction in size
(eels), specialized structures occurring only in(eels), specialized structures occurring only in
larvae (adhesive organs, elongated fins andlarvae (adhesive organs, elongated fins and
spines, etc.)spines, etc.)
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Metabolic rate & Stored EnergyMetabolic rate & Stored Energy

Fuiman & Werner 2002
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““RecruitmentRecruitment””
 Definition: fish surviving to the point ofDefinition: fish surviving to the point of

becoming exploitable, as defined by gear,becoming exploitable, as defined by gear,
fishing area or rules (i.e., size, sex, otherfishing area or rules (i.e., size, sex, other
factors)factors)

 Low RecruitmentLow Recruitment
 Over-fishing of adults Over-fishing of adults         low reproductionlow reproduction

low recruitmentlow recruitment

 Environmental Factors?  Even without fishingEnvironmental Factors?  Even without fishing
pressure, there is high recruitment variabilitypressure, there is high recruitment variability
year-to-yearyear-to-year



March 13. 2008 Article in NY TimesMarch 13. 2008 Article in NY Times
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ScienceScience 3 March 1995: 3 March 1995:VolVol. 267. no. 5202, pp. 1324. 267. no. 5202, pp. 1324
Climatic Warming and the Decline of Zooplankton in the California CurrentClimatic Warming and the Decline of Zooplankton in the California Current

DeanDean Roemmich  Roemmich and John McGowanand John McGowan
Scripps Institution of OceanographyScripps Institution of Oceanography

        Since 1951, the biomass ofSince 1951, the biomass of macrozooplankton  macrozooplankton in watersin waters
off southern California has decreased by off southern California has decreased by 80 percent80 percent..
During the same period, the surface layer warmedDuring the same period, the surface layer warmed——byby
more than 1.5more than 1.5°°C in some placesC in some places——and the temperatureand the temperature
difference across thedifference across the thermocline  thermocline increased. Increasedincreased. Increased
stratification resulted in less lifting of thestratification resulted in less lifting of the thermocline  thermocline byby
wind-driven upwelling. A shallower source ofwind-driven upwelling. A shallower source of upwelled upwelled
waters provided waters provided less inorganic nutrientless inorganic nutrient for new biological for new biological
production and hence supported a smaller zooplanktonproduction and hence supported a smaller zooplankton
population. Continued warming could lead to furtherpopulation. Continued warming could lead to further
decline of zooplankton.decline of zooplankton.
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AtlantoAtlanto--
ScandianScandian
HerringHerring

Marti 1961:Marti 1961:

--  North Sea herring--  North Sea herring
feeding on feeding on CalanusCalanus

--  Can see year class--  Can see year class
as it gets older.as it gets older.

--  Also can see that--  Also can see that
only a few years areonly a few years are
good, most havegood, most have
poor recruitment.poor recruitment.

19301907 1956

1963

Abundance
vs. Age
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Why is there a natural variation inWhy is there a natural variation in
recruitment?recruitment?

 Various explanations focus on the effectsVarious explanations focus on the effects
ofof
1) food,1) food,

2) predators, and2) predators, and

3) drift/retention area during early life history3) drift/retention area during early life history
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HHoo: Critical Period: Critical Period
 Hjort Hjort (1914)(1914)

 After yolk-sac absorption, larvae must feed within a limitedAfter yolk-sac absorption, larvae must feed within a limited
period of time or pass period of time or pass ““the point of no returnthe point of no return””, after which they, after which they
will die of starvation regardless of food availability.will die of starvation regardless of food availability.

 An extreme interpretation of this hypothesis would be thatAn extreme interpretation of this hypothesis would be that
events during only a very short period of larval historyevents during only a very short period of larval history
determine relative year class strength.determine relative year class strength.
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HHoo: Match-Mismatch: Match-Mismatch
 Cushing, 1975, North Sea herringCushing, 1975, North Sea herring

 Fish spawn on a fixed schedule, but plankton blooms areFish spawn on a fixed schedule, but plankton blooms are
variable from year to year.  Therefore, good recruitment yearsvariable from year to year.  Therefore, good recruitment years
are those where there is a good match between the timing of theare those where there is a good match between the timing of the
bloom and drift of larvae through nursery area.bloom and drift of larvae through nursery area.

 The attractiveness of this hypothesis is in linking year classThe attractiveness of this hypothesis is in linking year class
success to the main feature in the coastal production cyclesuccess to the main feature in the coastal production cycle
(spring bloom) and its mechanistic explanation (critical depth(spring bloom) and its mechanistic explanation (critical depth
concept).concept).

Cowen & Shaw 2002
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 LaskerLasker, 1975 & 1978, Northern anchovy, 1975 & 1978, Northern anchovy
 First feeding of larvae is dependent uponFirst feeding of larvae is dependent upon

availability of high densities of availability of high densities of appropriateappropriate
foodfood

 Requires strong stratification for aggregationsRequires strong stratification for aggregations
of foodof food
 e.g., anchovy larvae need dense blooms of nakede.g., anchovy larvae need dense blooms of naked

dinoflagellate dinoflagellate prey, which develop during periodsprey, which develop during periods
of low mixing -- shallow (20-30 m chlorophyll max)of low mixing -- shallow (20-30 m chlorophyll max)..

HHoo: Stable Ocean: Stable Ocean

Amphidinium sp. Ceratium sp.
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HHoo::    PredationPredation

Because average fish larvae diesBecause average fish larvae dies
soon after hatching, predation issoon after hatching, predation is
now believed to be the majornow believed to be the major
source of fish mortality.source of fish mortality.

If high concentrations of predatorsIf high concentrations of predators
(e.g.,(e.g.,piscivorous piscivorous fish or jellyfish),fish or jellyfish),
then higher mortality of larval fish.then higher mortality of larval fish.

Likely that survivors are derived fromLikely that survivors are derived from
faster growing cohorts of larvaefaster growing cohorts of larvae
because they spend less time inbecause they spend less time in
the stage vulnerable to predatorsthe stage vulnerable to predators

Cowan et al. 1996

i.e., as fish get bigger, they swim 
fasters and can see predators better:

more likely to escape predation
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Larval PredationLarval Predation

Bone et al. 1995

Larval predation alsoLarval predation also
variably successfulvariably successful

As fish gets bigger,As fish gets bigger,
searches largersearches larger
volume of water,volume of water,
faster, and can faster, and can ““seesee””
fartherfarther
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Feeding success of larvaeFeeding success of larvae

•• Anchovy larvae fedAnchovy larvae fed
rotifers (crustaceans)rotifers (crustaceans)

•• Younger larvae haveYounger larvae have

lower success thanlower success than
older larvae.older larvae.

•• Younger larvae canYounger larvae can’’tt
““seesee”” as far, and can as far, and can’’tt
swim as fast, so donswim as fast, so don’’tt
search as much areasearch as much area

Hunter 1972
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Why larger larvae feedWhy larger larvae feed
successfullysuccessfully

 swimming speedswimming speed

 activity levelactivity level

 visual developmentvisual development

 response time to preyresponse time to prey

 reduced error -- learningreduced error -- learning

 persistence following misspersistence following miss
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Agents of Mortality for Young FishAgents of Mortality for Young Fish

Fuiman & Werner 2002
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Aside: Fish Behavioral Changes inAside: Fish Behavioral Changes in
Response to PredationResponse to Predation

 Avoidance BehaviorAvoidance Behavior
 Distribution, e.g., Werner et al. 1983Distribution, e.g., Werner et al. 1983

studying juvenile bluegill sunfish in pondsstudying juvenile bluegill sunfish in ponds

 Schooling: Protection in numbersSchooling: Protection in numbers
 Escape Activities: sit and wait, run away, orEscape Activities: sit and wait, run away, or

hide?hide?

 ReproductionReproduction
 Spawning stuporSpawning stupor

 Parental careParental care
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Bluegill SunfishBluegill Sunfish
ExperimentsExperiments

 Juveniles (3 size classes)Juveniles (3 size classes)
placed in ponds that withplaced in ponds that with
or without a predatoror without a predator
(largemouth bass)(largemouth bass)

 Without predator: all 3Without predator: all 3
size classes found in opensize classes found in open
water (better food)water (better food)

 With predator: smallestWith predator: smallest
prey fish stayed inprey fish stayed in
vegetated regions of thevegetated regions of the
pond (suboptimal food forpond (suboptimal food for
them): resulted in a 27%them): resulted in a 27%
decrease in growth ratesdecrease in growth rates
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 ““SchoolingSchooling””    A group of fish swimmingA group of fish swimming
at about the same speed in roughlyat about the same speed in roughly
parallel orientation and maintaining aparallel orientation and maintaining a
constant nearest-neighbor distanceconstant nearest-neighbor distance

 ““ShoalShoal””  all social groups of fishall social groups of fish
(includes schooling)(includes schooling)

 Schools break ranks during feedingSchools break ranks during feeding
and usually lose their integrity at nightand usually lose their integrity at night

 Shoaling functions: protective role,Shoaling functions: protective role,
early predator detection, passiveearly predator detection, passive
defense, & enhanced food detectiondefense, & enhanced food detection

 Usually shoals of Usually shoals of clupeoid clupeoid fish breakfish break
to feed on particles, but not whento feed on particles, but not when
filter-feeding.  May be morefilter-feeding.  May be more
competition involved when particlecompetition involved when particle
feeding.feeding.

http://www.junglewalk.com

Anchovies Schooling

Schooling BehaviorSchooling Behavior
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Escape ActivitiesEscape Activities
 ImmobilityImmobility

 predators tend to be visual: by not moving, the prey canpredators tend to be visual: by not moving, the prey can
““hide in plain sighthide in plain sight””; also many fish have cryptic coloring so; also many fish have cryptic coloring so
blend in better when stillblend in better when still

 Active flight/Refuge SeekingActive flight/Refuge Seeking

 Twilight change-overTwilight change-over

  most fish are active either during day or night-time, and their most fish are active either during day or night-time, and their
eyes are adapted to function best during their active period.eyes are adapted to function best during their active period.
At twilight, the eyes function the worst as the light levels areAt twilight, the eyes function the worst as the light levels are
changing rapidly -- time of increased vulnerability tochanging rapidly -- time of increased vulnerability to
predation from predators with predation from predators with ““intermediateintermediate”” eyes eyes

 prey response: cease activity early and start late or formprey response: cease activity early and start late or form
groups (schools)groups (schools)
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Fish Behavioral Changes inFish Behavioral Changes in
Response to PredationResponse to Predation

 Reproduction: must spawn successfully,Reproduction: must spawn successfully,
without being eaten and deter potentialwithout being eaten and deter potential
predators from their vulnerable youngpredators from their vulnerable young
 Spawning stupor: a behavior that results in increasedSpawning stupor: a behavior that results in increased

mortality from predation.mortality from predation.
 spawning fish are focused on spawning so are especiallyspawning fish are focused on spawning so are especially

vulnerable, e.g., they do not take evasive actions whenvulnerable, e.g., they do not take evasive actions when
predators approach (widespread behavior in fish)predators approach (widespread behavior in fish)

 Spawning fish tend to go to predictable places at predictableSpawning fish tend to go to predictable places at predictable
times: predators have adapted to this behaviortimes: predators have adapted to this behavior

 Why?  CostWhy?  Cost vs vs. benefit. benefit

 Parental care: young fish of species that have parentalParental care: young fish of species that have parental
guards have a higher survivorshipguards have a higher survivorship
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Recruitment Variability, contRecruitment Variability, cont’’d:d:
HHoo: Delayed Development: Delayed Development

Houde Houde (1987) (1987) Fish early life dynamics and recruitment variabilityFish early life dynamics and recruitment variability::
10-fold or greater fluctuations in fish recruitment can be due to10-fold or greater fluctuations in fish recruitment can be due to
small variations in mortality rates or stage durations in the earlysmall variations in mortality rates or stage durations in the early
life of fishlife of fish
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Agents of Mortality for Young FishAgents of Mortality for Young Fish

Fuiman & Werner 2002
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Density-dependent PopulationDensity-dependent Population
RegulationRegulation

 Potential contributing mechanismsPotential contributing mechanisms::
 Reduced fecundity of adults due to foodReduced fecundity of adults due to food

limitationlimitation
 Predation of adults on larvae or juvenilesPredation of adults on larvae or juveniles
 Direct competition for food between juvenilesDirect competition for food between juveniles

and adultsand adults
 Indirect effects of adults on food supply forIndirect effects of adults on food supply for

larvae, e.g., adults reduce stocks of adultlarvae, e.g., adults reduce stocks of adult
copepods to low levels, resulting in lowcopepods to low levels, resulting in low
abundance of abundance of naupliinauplii
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HHoo: Retention Area: Retention Area
 Survival depends upon being retained in areasSurvival depends upon being retained in areas

((““nursery groundsnursery grounds””) with specific hydrographic) with specific hydrographic
characteristicscharacteristics vs vs. loss to offshore advection. loss to offshore advection
e.g., Migration Triangle Hypothesise.g., Migration Triangle Hypothesis
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CoastalCoastal
ConveyorConveyor

BeltBelt

Gulf of Maine

Atlantic herring
spawning site

• Herring spawn in late
summer through autumn.
• Extended larval stage,
then complete transition
from larvae to juvenile
when 5-8 months old.
• Later, current turns
offshore: into a cyclonic
gyre, retaining larvae in
area.

Fuiman & Werner 2002
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Pacific HakePacific Hake

Adults migrate south over
shelf in winter

Spawn off So. Cal (deeper
than mixed layer and as far
as 300 km offshore): larvae
drift inshore

High recruitment:weak
upwelling
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Member/Vagrant HypothesisMember/Vagrant Hypothesis

a.k.a. Larval Retention Hypothesisa.k.a. Larval Retention Hypothesis

Members able to remain in favorable geographic setting (i.e., allows them toMembers able to remain in favorable geographic setting (i.e., allows them to
complete their life cycle)complete their life cycle)

Vagrants fail to reach appropriate habitat, generally donVagrants fail to reach appropriate habitat, generally don’’t reproducet reproduce
Key element: larvae must reach & remain within the nursery sites afterKey element: larvae must reach & remain within the nursery sites after

spawningspawning

Menhaden off N.
Carolina in winter:
spawn

Eggs float, larvae
feed on µzp, enter
estuaries and become
juveniles in 30-90
days

Same strategy:
flounder, striped
mullet and Japanese
sardine



Coral Reef FishCoral Reef Fish
Broadcast spawners --
Larvae spend several weeks in the plankton
How do they find the reef, or any reef, after such dispersal
time?

Swearer et al. (Nature 1999) used the elemental composition
of Caribbean wrasse otoliths to show their origins (coastal
vs. open ocean) and found that >50% of recruits were from
locally spawned larvae

Jones et al. (Nature 1999) marked 10 million damselfish
embryo otoliths.  Later, examined 5,000 juvenile settlers and
found 15 marked fish.  This translated to 15 - 60% of
juveniles returning to same site, since only 0.5 - 2% of total
embryos were marked.



FishFish Otoliths Otoliths
•  fish “ear bones” -- bony fish have 3 pairs of these -- sense of
balance and aid in hearing
•  natural data logger -- grow throughout the fish’s lifetime
•  daily and annual growth rings (like in trees)
•  composed mainly of calcium carbonate, but incorporates
trace elements, too.
•  composition records age of fish, growth patterns, and chemical
environment

•  fossilized otoliths also
used by paleontologists to
infer past conditions, such
as water temperature
through stable O2 isotopes.
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Fish MigrationsFish Migrations
 Migrate to seek favorable food supply or idealMigrate to seek favorable food supply or ideal

reproduction sitesreproduction sites

 Some migrations several hundred to severalSome migrations several hundred to several
thousand kilometersthousand kilometers

 Some migrations between salt and fresh waterSome migrations between salt and fresh water
(spawning (spawning feeding grounds).feeding grounds).
 Anadromous Anadromous fish: breed in fresh, spend most of rest offish: breed in fresh, spend most of rest of

life in the sea (e.g., salmon)life in the sea (e.g., salmon)

 Catadromous Catadromous fish: breed in the sea, spend life in freshfish: breed in the sea, spend life in fresh
water (e.g., freshwater eels)water (e.g., freshwater eels)
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MigrationMigration
exampleexample

Pacific Albacore Tuna:
from Pacific coast of the US,
across the Pacific well north of
Hawaii, then southward across
along the east coast of Asia to
Japan
i.e., generally along major
current systems.

And: within 14.4° - 16.1°C waters



How do they find their way?How do they find their way?
Sun: Use the sun to aid orientation, “sun compass”

Geomagnetic and Geoelectric Fields:  movement of ocean
currents through the earth’s magnetic field generates electric
fields that some fish can sense (salmon, eels).

Random walks?  Some studies show that if salmon swim in
random directions in the open ocean, but then get near the
river mouth where they originated, and presumably can then
“smell home”, then no other directional sense is required,
other than maybe use of the sun for orientation

Conclusion: relatively low degree of orientation probably
involved in migrations and not all migrants make it “home”
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OlfactionOlfaction
•• ““smelling homesmelling home”” evidence evidence

•• many fish (eels, salmon, carp, trout) canmany fish (eels, salmon, carp, trout) can
distinguish between home and non-homedistinguish between home and non-home
waterswaters

Hamdani et al. 2007

••    what chemicals?  thosewhat chemicals?  those
associated with sexassociated with sex
(pheromones), food (amino(pheromones), food (amino
acids), and avoidance andacids), and avoidance and
migration behavior (e.g.,migration behavior (e.g.,
bile salts)bile salts)
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Summary: Why does fisheriesSummary: Why does fisheries
recruitment vary so much even in therecruitment vary so much even in the

absence of fishing pressure?absence of fishing pressure?
Basic species ecology with practical implicationsBasic species ecology with practical implications
 Vulnerability during early life historyVulnerability during early life history

 Starvation -- first feedingStarvation -- first feeding
 Predation -- poor escape abilitiesPredation -- poor escape abilities
(side topic: adaptive behavioral responses to predation)(side topic: adaptive behavioral responses to predation)
 Delayed developmentDelayed development

 Oceanographic context - random componentOceanographic context - random component
 timing and magnitude of food availabilitytiming and magnitude of food availability

 productive periods -- blooms & lagsproductive periods -- blooms & lags
 stable periods -- prey aggregationstable periods -- prey aggregation

 timing and magnitude of predator outbreakstiming and magnitude of predator outbreaks
 Vagaries of ocean currents -- drift/retentionVagaries of ocean currents -- drift/retention



The role of the jellyfish - The role of the jellyfish - medusoidmedusoid
•  Increasingly important in many ecosystems
worldwide

regime shifts?  over-fishing?

•  Competitors and predators of fish: perhaps
represent an alternate guild of predators to fish in
marine ecosystems

•  Adapted to patchy and diffuse food resources
can grow rapidly if food available or subsist 
on little or no food (able to shrink
when starved)

•  Can survive at lower O2 levels than fish -
indication of eutrophication
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Benguela Benguela Upwelling Zone - shift from fishUpwelling Zone - shift from fish
to jelliesto jellies

Lynam et al. 2006c,d = jellyfish, e,f = fish

jellyfish biomass = 12.2 MT
fish biomass = 3.6 MT

mainly sardines/anchovies

10
5



SalpsSalps
•  Abundant in equatorial and Antarctic waters
•  Filter feeders with fecal pellets sinking ~1,000 

m/day
•  Decrease in krill in Antarctica coincides with 

increase in salps

Larry Madin, WHOI

•  Why? Both consume similar
food but salps tolerate higher
temperatures so can live in
open water whereas krill need
sea ice to over-winter and as
nursery grounds



CtenophoresCtenophores
•  “comb jellies”: carnivores --
use tentacles to entangle prey
•  usually do not have a big
effect on ecosystem function
•  Big exception: introduction of
a North Atlantic species into the
Black Sea -- out-competed
anchovies for copepod prey and
contributed to collapse of
fishery



SiphonophoresSiphonophores

•  colonial organism, carnivore
•  feed on fish larvae,
crustaceans
•  movement: air bladder
pushed by the winds/currents
•  most famous member:
Portuguese Man O’War
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Fisheries Oceanography:Fisheries Oceanography:
Fisheries ManagementFisheries Management
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Fisheries as PredationFisheries as Predation

 From a fishermanFrom a fisherman’’ss
perspective, naturalperspective, natural
mortality is mortality is ““wasted.wasted.””

 Fisheries compete withFisheries compete with
natural losses by catchingnatural losses by catching
fish before they are eatenfish before they are eaten
or die of old age.or die of old age.

 Fishing changes the sizeFishing changes the size
and age structure of theand age structure of the
stocks, thereby reducingstocks, thereby reducing
the the ““resiliencyresiliency”” of stock to of stock to
environmentalenvironmental
fluctuations.fluctuations.
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Fisheries ManagementFisheries Management
ApproachesApproaches

 Goals to Balance:Goals to Balance:
 Socio-economic -- maximize Socio-economic -- maximize ““benefitbenefit”” to to

society, i.e., optimize physical yield withoutsociety, i.e., optimize physical yield without
jeopardizing ability of stock to reproducejeopardizing ability of stock to reproduce

 Biological -- protect genetic diversity,Biological -- protect genetic diversity,
population integrity, habitatpopulation integrity, habitat

 Economic -- optimize economic gain;Economic -- optimize economic gain;
efficiencyefficiency
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Theory of Fisheries ManagementTheory of Fisheries Management
 UnfishedUnfished, , ““virginvirgin”” stock stock

 Fished stockFished stock

Growth

Recruitment Stock

Natural Mortality

Stock

Growth

Recruitment

Natural Mortality

Fishing Mortality

Compensating mechanisms for Fishing Mortality leading to lower Natural Mortality
(Density-dependence):
-- growth increases (less competition for resources)
-- recruitment increases (less competition, more survivorship, less predation)
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What is a suitable (sustainable) amountWhat is a suitable (sustainable) amount
of Fishing Mortality?of Fishing Mortality?

MSY = Maximum Sustainable YieldMSY = Maximum Sustainable Yield

Zone 1: under-fished (catch good, cost low, profits high)
Zone 2: MSY (catch more, costs more, profit good)
Zone 3: over-fished (catch less, costs high, profit negative)
Zone 4: optimum yield (catch vs. cost best, max. profit)
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CPUECPUE
Catch Per Unit EffortCatch Per Unit Effort
 Catch/Fishing Effort:Catch/Fishing Effort:

really the onlyreally the only
relationship we knowrelationship we know
wellwell

 If this ratio is declining,If this ratio is declining,
we are over-fishingwe are over-fishing

 World CPUE in declineWorld CPUE in decline
since 1980ssince 1980s

 Estimate that 45% ofEstimate that 45% of
fisheries over-fished atfisheries over-fished at
presentpresent

Miller 2004

CP
U

E

Effort
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Single Species ManagementSingle Species Management
Usual method, but, too narrowly focused, as fishing for oneUsual method, but, too narrowly focused, as fishing for one

species can affect other exploited fishspecies can affect other exploited fish
 Discards/Discards/bycatch bycatch usually discarded deadusually discarded dead

 dead mammals, reptiles, etc. in gill netsdead mammals, reptiles, etc. in gill nets

 example: Shrimp trawling: 125 - 830% by catch excess over shrimp andexample: Shrimp trawling: 125 - 830% by catch excess over shrimp and
bycatch bycatch is snapperis snapper

NOAA Photo library
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Top 1Top 100 Fish of 2006 Fish of 2006
(30% of f(30% of fisheries production)isheries production)

Source: FAO Fisheries – The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture, 2008 PART
1:World review of fisheries and aquaculture, p. 12
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Current state of world fisheriesCurrent state of world fisheries
productionproduction

~50% of world stocks fully exploited
Previously over-exploited, depleted or recovering stocks have been
stable for 10-15 years

Source: FAO Fisheries – The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture, 2008
 PART 1:World review of fisheries and aquaculture, p. 33
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Commercially harvested marine fishCommercially harvested marine fish

 Anchovy, herring and sardines: all small pelagic fish, represent by farAnchovy, herring and sardines: all small pelagic fish, represent by far
the largest fisheries in the worldthe largest fisheries in the world

 Live in highly productive areas (upwelling regions & off Japan &Live in highly productive areas (upwelling regions & off Japan &
Argentina)Argentina)

 Unstable populations (time scale of 10 - 30 yrs)Unstable populations (time scale of 10 - 30 yrs)

Unstable populations: collapse of fisheries is a function of over-fishing &Unstable populations: collapse of fisheries is a function of over-fishing &
natural environmental changenatural environmental change
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Peruvian Peruvian anchovetaanchoveta: #1: #1
Engraulis ringensEngraulis ringens

 Vital statisticsVital statistics
 Max size: 20 cmMax size: 20 cm
 Max reported age: 3 years; timeMax reported age: 3 years; time

to maturity: 1 yearto maturity: 1 year
 Depth range found: 3 - 80 mDepth range found: 3 - 80 m
 DistributionDistribution
 Ecosystem role:  eatsEcosystem role:  eats

phytoplankton & zooplankton,phytoplankton & zooplankton,
preyed upon by man andpreyed upon by man and
seabirdsseabirds

 Spawn near shore; BehaviorSpawn near shore; Behavior
enabling high success of fishery?enabling high success of fishery?
SchoolingSchooling
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HistoryHistory
mid-1950    Fishery begins and rapidly expands (fish meal for livestock)mid-1950    Fishery begins and rapidly expands (fish meal for livestock)
1964    Catch = 8.7 MMT (17% of world catch); Schaefer (FAO study) estimates MSY at1964    Catch = 8.7 MMT (17% of world catch); Schaefer (FAO study) estimates MSY at

9.5 MMT, but guano birds and other predators took 2 MMT leaving 7.5 MMT for man9.5 MMT, but guano birds and other predators took 2 MMT leaving 7.5 MMT for man
1965  El Nino - low reproductive success, schools dispersed, bird predators gone1965  El Nino - low reproductive success, schools dispersed, bird predators gone

(Cormorants)(Cormorants)
1970    Harvest 12.5 MMT; 50% greater than MSY; fishing efficient, ~95% of fish caught1970    Harvest 12.5 MMT; 50% greater than MSY; fishing efficient, ~95% of fish caught

before reaching reproductive age (before reaching reproductive age (overcapitalizationovercapitalization))
1971-2   Bad recruitment years (El Nino, too): collapse of fishery1971-2   Bad recruitment years (El Nino, too): collapse of fishery
1986-96 Recovery1986-96 Recovery
1997-98 El Nino collapse, recovering now1997-98 El Nino collapse, recovering now

Engraulis ringens : total catch statistics (Chile + Peru + Ecuador)
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OvercapitalizationOvercapitalization
 When fishing is good, more boats are built, people employedWhen fishing is good, more boats are built, people employed
 When yield declines, it is hard to cut backWhen yield declines, it is hard to cut back
 Subsidies are paid to fishermanSubsidies are paid to fisherman
 Fishing continues, even though not commercially viableFishing continues, even though not commercially viable
 Exacerbates over-fishing problems, but not a surprisingExacerbates over-fishing problems, but not a surprising

consequence of economic pressuresconsequence of economic pressures
http://www.nationmaster.com
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Peruvian AnchovyPeruvian Anchovy
 Effects of El NiEffects of El Niñoo

 anchovy feeds onanchovy feeds on
phytoplankton/zooplanktonphytoplankton/zooplankton

 during El Nino, no upwelling,during El Nino, no upwelling,
fewer phytoplankton, fewerfewer phytoplankton, fewer
zooplankton, fewer fishzooplankton, fewer fish

 Other ecosystem effects of fishingOther ecosystem effects of fishing
 Depleting anchovy stocks results inDepleting anchovy stocks results in

reduced populations of fish-eating seareduced populations of fish-eating sea
birdsbirds

Schaefer 1970
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Alaska PollockAlaska Pollock
Theragra chalcogrammaTheragra chalcogramma

 max size/age: 91 cm, 15 years, age atmax size/age: 91 cm, 15 years, age at
1st maturity:  3 - 5.5 yr1st maturity:  3 - 5.5 yr

 benthopelagicbenthopelagic, brackish/marine waters,, brackish/marine waters,
usually found from ~300 - 1000 m depthusually found from ~300 - 1000 m depth

 DVM, feeds on fish and crustaceansDVM, feeds on fish and crustaceans
((espesp. krill), TL = 2.8+. krill), TL = 2.8+

 Prey for Stellar Sea Lion (Alaska) &Prey for Stellar Sea Lion (Alaska) &
other marine mammals, seabirds,other marine mammals, seabirds,
bigger fishbigger fish

 Well managed fishery, use Well managed fishery, use midwatermidwater
trawl nets with little by-catchtrawl nets with little by-catch
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Alaska Pollock FisheryAlaska Pollock Fishery
 Currently well managed, but not managed as aCurrently well managed, but not managed as a

multispecies multispecies fisheryfishery

 Efforts are going into ecosystem Efforts are going into ecosystem modellingmodelling, including, including
physical forcing, to better predict all fisheries in regionphysical forcing, to better predict all fisheries in region

GOA Ecosystem
Each species is a node (dots)
and each predator-prey
interaction is a link (line).

Four hubs are cod, pollock,
halibut and arrowtooth
flounder.

S. Gaichas, NOAA, www.afsc.noaa.gov
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Multispecies Multispecies ManagementManagement
Example: New England Example: New England Groundfish Groundfish FisheriesFisheries

15 species managed15 species managed
implemented in 1986, but did not include catch or fishing effortimplemented in 1986, but did not include catch or fishing effort

restrictionsrestrictions
1994: Amended management plan to address these problems1994: Amended management plan to address these problems

www.nefmc.org
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Application to Anchovy FisheryApplication to Anchovy Fishery

Niera et al. 2004.  Comparative analysis of trophic structure of commercial
fishery species off Central Chile in 1992 and 1998.  Ecol. Model. 172:233-
248
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Global Fish CatchGlobal Fish Catch

Pauly et al. 2002
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Global CatchGlobal Catch
“Corrected” global catch: ~80 MMT

How do they gather the data?

Individual countries tell the FAO
how much was caught by their
fishermen

Usual Problem: under-reporting

Apparent Problem with China: over-
reporting

Particularly misleading for overall
picture of fisheries health, as
China’s catch is a high proportion of
the total world catch

Watson & Pauly 2001
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Of most concern:
If it looks like catches
are still rising, no one 
worries...
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Source: FAO Fisheries – The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture,
2008 PART 1:World review of fisheries and aquaculture, p. 4

Most recent data (released March 2, 2009):Most recent data (released March 2, 2009):
World Capture and Aquaculture ProductionWorld Capture and Aquaculture Production
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World Capture Fisheries ProductionWorld Capture Fisheries Production

Source: FAO Fisheries – The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture,
2008 PART 1:World review of fisheries and aquaculture, p. 6
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Global MSYGlobal MSY

 Best estimate for global MSY = 100 - 135 MMTBest estimate for global MSY = 100 - 135 MMT
(all species, all oceans)(all species, all oceans)

 Most recent compilation of world fisheries:Most recent compilation of world fisheries:
92 MMT (Present Harvest)92 MMT (Present Harvest)
+ Discards (by-catch), ~30% of total catch+ Discards (by-catch), ~30% of total catch
+ IUU (Illegal, unreported or unregulated catch),+ IUU (Illegal, unreported or unregulated catch),

  All together, ~130 MMTAll together, ~130 MMT
 So, Global MSY reached alreadySo, Global MSY reached already

Aquacultured Fish on the rise, however...
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1998

•  Because top, or higher, trophic levels
vanishing due to over-fishing, fishermen
are exploiting lower trophic levels

•  Note that dip in marine curve in 60’s
was due to extremely large catches of
Peruvian anchovetta with low trophic
level of 2.2 (TL = 2 is that of primary
herbivores)
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Fishing down the food webFishing down the food web

Pauly & Maclean  2003
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One step in the right direction: MarineOne step in the right direction: Marine
Protected Areas (MPA)Protected Areas (MPA)

 Can Can ““seedseed”” fished areas fished areas
 Success dependant upon mobility of fish and size ofSuccess dependant upon mobility of fish and size of

MPAMPA
 WouldnWouldn’’t help wide-roaming fish like tuna or othert help wide-roaming fish like tuna or other

pelagic fish, but would help coastal-based fisheriespelagic fish, but would help coastal-based fisheries
(unless they stop at (unless they stop at ““oasesoases”” in the open ocean and in the open ocean and

these are included)these are included)
 Also preserves habitat in case of destructive fishingAlso preserves habitat in case of destructive fishing

(i.e., trawling which destroys bottom populations)(i.e., trawling which destroys bottom populations)
 Currently , 1300 marine reserves globally, but onlyCurrently , 1300 marine reserves globally, but only

0.01% of world0.01% of world’’s ocean areas are closed to fishing:s ocean areas are closed to fishing:
need to have significantly more protection to make aneed to have significantly more protection to make a
global differenceglobal difference
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http://www.http://www.fishbasefishbase.org.org
  http://www.http://www.fishonlinefishonline.org/.org/

http://www.http://www.mbayaqmbayaq.org/.org/crcr//crcr__seafoodwatchseafoodwatch


